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NUS conference report 

Before setting off to NUS national conference 2018 in Glasgow I was excited at the prospect 

of 3 days in Glasgow filled with democracy and meeting students from all over the UK. 

However, I was disappointed that instead of traveling up on the Monday evening, we had to 

get a 7am train on the Tuesday morning, which was far from ideal considering it meant 

missing the first-time delegate training and it meant that the first day of conference was 

extremely long and draining. 

I was really proud to be elected as delegate on a manifesto which included fighting to make 

university more affordable, better mental health provisions in university and student 

housing. Unfortunately, I was unable to vote on the housing motion as we did not have 

enough time, and my own policy submission on opposing privatisation of halls was not 

debated, however I was proud to vote for Izzy Lenga’s priority motion on mental health and 

motion HE105 ‘Post-graduate tuition fees and funding.’ 

I was disappointed that more welfare motions were not debated, especially the abortion 

decriminalisation motion, which is particularly close to my heart as a Northern Irish woman, 

but I understand that democratic procedure was followed. I was extremely disheartened to 

see the occupation take place as I felt it was a blatant disregard for democratic procedure. 

The occupation not only showed a blatant disregard for NUS and venue staff, but was an 

extremely anxiety inducing activity, and showed little respect for access needs of delegates, 

I myself had a panic attack while it was happening. We were then informed by DPC the 

following day that both policies the occupation was about were in fact already NUS policy as 

they were both passed at LGBT+ conference, which I find ironic considering it was the LGBT+ 

officers that lead the occupation. It is my belief that the occupation was nothing more than 

a factional move to try and influence the remaining VP elections.  

I voted the union mandated line for all but one of the elections, VP society and citizenship, 

which I abstained for, and actively campaigned for Abdi Duale, the Labour Students 

candidate. As Vice Chair of Labour Students and a delegate from our SU it would have been 

a conflict of interests for me to vote in this election. However, I think serious thought needs 

to go into what constitutes a quorate primary election for NUS conference and I do not 
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think that delegates should be mandated to vote for candidates when their own mandate is 

larger than the number of people who voted in the primary elections.  

I believe that the occupation greatly affected the elections for VP Welfare and VP Society 

and Citizenship, as conference floor was visibly empty on the Thursday morning when these 

elections took place.  

Finally, I would like to say that I found it interesting that delegates who so often preach 

accessibility, engaged in extremely anxiety inducing and intimidating behaviour throughout 

the conference, especially in the protest at conference close, I thought that it was 

inappropriate and disrespectful to everyone there who had spent the past 3 days engaging 

in democracy.  

 


